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and in ancient dress. These are the foes which the simple
Gospel has had to contend with in all times. Vanquished
in one age, the natural offspring of human infirmity, they
reappear in another. To those disposed to such studies,
the leading characters in the book, especially that of
Raphael Aben-Ezra, will afford fine subjects.
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THE anthor of this book is Dr. Dewey's successor in the
charge of the congregation worshipping in the Church of
the Messiah, New York. Hie is a man, of great industry,
extensive attainrnents, and writes in a style at once highly
agreeable and highly instructive. The aim ofthe present
volume is distinctly enough indicated by its second, or
a]ternative title: "Footprints of Providential Leaders."
The design is a happy one, being that of presenting the
representative characters of the Bible, associated with the
ideas or institutions which they represent - showing the
mark which they left upon their respective ages, and thus'
illustrating the progressive unfolding of the divine designs
with respect to men. By lighting up each character as a
lamp, he illurninates the dim vista of remote providential
history. In bis preface, Mr. Osgood tells us that the book
was prepared for the benefit of youth ; but we can aver
that it contains attractive reading for persons of all ages.
We subjoin the table of contents: Abraham and the Em-
pire of Faith ; Moses and the Law; Aaron and the Priest-
hood ; Saul and the Throne ; David and the Psalms ; Solo-
mon and the Hebrew Wisdom; ]saiah and the Prophets;
John the Baptist and the Precursors of the Messiah; the
Messiali in his Preparation and Plan; the Messiah and his
Ministry; Peter and the Keys; Paul and the Gospel
Liberty*; John and the Word; the Disciples and the Un-
seen Witness; the Theologians and the World to Come.


